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With the increasing concern of all sectors of society about climate change,
enterprises have become an important subject to undertake environmental
protection. At the same time, enterprises have to seek survival and
development under the background of economic policy uncertainty.
Therefore, companies need to not only fulfill their environmental
responsibilities but also find ways to respond to changes in economic policies
through innovation. In the study, a three-variable time-varying vector
autoregressive (TVP-VAR) model with stochastic volatility was used to
investigate the nonlinear dynamic effects of economic policy uncertainty and
low-carbon economic transition on enterprise innovation in China. It is found that
the influence of economic policy uncertainty on enterprise innovation is time-
varying and asymmetrical, especially with the 2008 financial crisis as the turning
point. After the financial crisis, the positive impact of economic policy uncertainty
on enterprises has been weakening, and in 2015, the positive impact turned into a
negative impact. In general, economic policy uncertainty is not conducive to the
transition to low-carbon economic transition, and with the outbreak of the
financial crisis in 2008, the negative impact reached a negative peak. The low-
carbon economic transition has a significant crowding-out effect on enterprise
innovation, while enterprise innovation has a significant spillover effect on low-
carbon economic transition. The conclusion can provide the scientific basis for
enterprises to adapt to the change in the economic environment to complete
low-carbon economic transition and formulate innovation strategies, which is
conducive to the sustainable development of the ecological environment and
economic society.
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1 Introduction

Climate change is a common challenge facing the whole world and has a profound
impact on human development. With the development of science and technology and the
improvement of human cognition of natural environment systems, human beings are more
concerned about climate change than ever before. In particular, under the premise of
sustainable economic development, the response to climate change has been great attention.
Economic activity and industrialization deteriorate environmental quality (Khan et al.,
2021). In this context, a large number of concepts related to carbon emission reduction have
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emerged in the academic world, such as the low-carbon economy
(The first government document to appear was the 2003 UK Energy
White paper, Our Energy Future: Building a Low Carbon Economy.),
carbon peak, carbon neutrality, etc.Governments have also come up
with their own carbon reduction strategies or targets. To actively
address climate change, China has assumed the responsibility of
building a community with a shared future for mankind. In
September 2020, at the General Debate of the 75th session of the
UN General Assembly, China explicitly proposed the goal of
“striving to reach the peak of carbon dioxide emissions by
2030 and striving to achieve carbon neutrality by 2060”. At the
same time, the target was included in the 2021 Chinese Government
Work Report for the first time. Carbon peaking means carbon
dioxide emissions stop growing and gradually decrease after
reaching a peak. Carbon neutrality means offsetting carbon
dioxide emissions through planting trees, energy conservation,
and emission reduction, and achieving “zero emissions” of
carbon dioxide. The carbon peaking goal and carbon reduction
goal are called the “two-carbon” goal (Zhang, 2021).

The major strategic deployment of “accelerating the construction
of a new development pattern with domestic and international cycles
as the main body” provides strategic guidance for the diffusion of low-
carbon technology knowledge. By promoting the circular flow of low-
carbon technology knowledge, we can help achieve the “two-carbon”
goal in China. To achieve this goal, the development of low-carbon
technologies is extremely significant (Chao, 2021). Indeed, it is
necessary to consider the relationship between economic and social
development and carbon emission control in the process of realizing
the “two-carbon” goal. We also need to promote the invention and
creation of low-carbon technologies and promote the diffusion and
large-scale adoption of low-carbon technology knowledge. In the
process, we will accelerate energy transformation, optimize the
energy mix, strengthen technological innovation, develop renewable
energy, and vigorously promote energy conservation and emission
reduction (Han et al., 2023; Huang and Cheng, 2023).

Since the outbreak of the financial crisis in 2008, global
economic growth has slowed down and the world economy has
entered a period of profound adjustment. In particular, in recent
years, the international community has been hit by the COVID-19

pandemic and the Russia-Ukraine conflict. Governments frequently
adjust their economic policies to smooth out economic fluctuations.
For example, the Chinese government has introduced a series of
macroeconomic policies, such as “mass entrepreneurship and
innovation”, and “three cuts in the exchange rate requirement”.
These measures are helping to smooth China’s economic growth,
but they are also adding to uncertainty about economic policy (Liu
et al., 2020). In this context, scholars pay increasing attention to the
economic consequences of economic policy uncertainty.

According to the research results of Baker et al. (2013), the
calculated monthly data of China’s economic policy uncertainty
index from January 1995 to December 2021 are shown in Figure 1.
The index can effectively capture the dynamics of economic policy
uncertainty in China. It can be seen that in the long run, the overall
trend of China’s economic policy uncertainty index is rising. In the
short term, major international events will lead to increased
uncertainty about China’s economic policy. In particular, the
global financial crisis, the European debt crisis and the outbreak
of COVID-19 have led to local spikes in economic policy
uncertainty. It also reflects China’s policy adjustment to cope
with an increasingly complex internal and external environment.

In addition, scholars have found that technological innovation
has a significant contribution to achieving the goals of Industry
4.0 and sustainable development (Jayashree et al., 2021). In the
current international environment, innovation has become the
core and key to the sustainable development of the national
economy. Innovation is closely correlated with enterprise
sustainability (Li et al., 2021). Technological innovation can
significantly improve corporate productivity (Kahn et al., 2022)
and promote corporate financial performance (Khan et al., 2021).
At the same time, innovation promotes GDP growth and has an
important impact on promoting long-term sustainable economic
development (Mohamed et al., 2022). Furthermore, scholars
deeply discussed the influence mechanism of innovative
organizational culture on enterprise performance from the
perspective of enterprise resource management (Ashraf and Ali,
2022). As the main body of innovation, enterprises must have
sufficient motivation to carry out innovative activities to maintain
competitive advantages.

FIGURE 1
China’s economic policy uncertainty index.
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Therefore, the study takes the uncertainty of economic policy as
the starting point, the low-carbon economic transition as the bridge,
and the innovation of enterprises as the landing point. There are
three innovations in the study.

Firstly, this study adopts the time-varying parameter vector
autoregressive model (TVP-VAR) with stochastic volatility, which
can better capture the dynamic change of the relationship between
economic policy uncertainty and enterprise innovation. It makes up
for the shortcomings of previous scholars who only studied their
relationships from the perspective of simply single-line
relationships. This study finds that the relationship between
economic policy uncertainty and enterprise innovation has
significant time-varying characteristics. In particular, the outbreak
of the financial crisis in 2008 was an important turning point in the
transformation of the relationship between economic policy
uncertainty and enterprise innovation. After the financial crisis,
the positive impact of economic policy uncertainty on enterprise
innovation has been declining and has turned from positive to
negative. It shows that the impact effect of economic policy
uncertainty on enterprise innovation varies greatly under
different economic development backgrounds, and may even be
the opposite.

Secondly, with the goal of “double carbon”, the low-carbon
economic transition is introduced into the research, and the
indirect channels of the relationship between economic policy
uncertainty and enterprise innovation are deeply explored. The
low-carbon economic transition is not only closely related to
economic development but also strongly advocated by
ecological environmental protection. Therefore, the inclusion of
low-carbon economic transition in this study raises the perspective
of this study.

Thirdly, combined with theoretical analysis and model tests, this
study deeply analyzes the differences in interaction between low-
carbon economic transition and enterprise innovation. In the past,
scholars often explored the relationship between them based on
single-direction research. In this study, the time-varying impact
effect between them is concerned. It is more scientific and persuasive
to study the relationship between them in the same research context.
It is found that low-carbon economic transition has a negative
impact effect on enterprise innovation (crowding out effect).
Enterprise innovation has a positive impact effect (spillover
effect) on the low-carbon economic transition.

To sum up, the contribution of this study lies in the following
aspects: 1) In the process of China’s vigorous economic development
to build an ecological civilization country, the coordination of
economic development, enterprise innovation, and environmental
protection is bound to be involved. This study creatively changes the
research perspective on the relationship between economic policy
uncertainty, low-carbon economy transition, and firm innovation
from linear to time-varying nonlinear. It broadens the scholars’
research ideas. 2) The low-carbon economic transition is the focus of
the academic circle in the study of ecological environmental
protection and economic development. A systematic analysis of
the relationship between enterprise innovation and low-carbon
economic transition is helpful to clarify the relationship between
enterprise innovation and ecological environmental protection and
provides an important basis for enterprises to make scientific
decisions.

The organizational structure of this paper is as follows: Section 2
is the summary and comment of the relevant literature. Section 3
introduces a systematic method used in the TVP-VAR model and
describes the related variables. Section 4 introduces data collection
and data analysis. Section 5 deeply analyzes the impact of economic
uncertainty and low-carbon economic transition on enterprise
innovation. Section 6 summarizes the basic findings and insights
of this study.

2 Literature review

In recent years, scholars have paid much attention to the
research on the economic consequences of economic policy
uncertainty. Economic policy uncertainty generally contains two
meanings: on the one hand, economic entities cannot predict
whether the policymakers will enact new economic policies or
change the existing economic policies in the future. On the other
hand, the potential impact caused by economic policy changes is
unpredictable (Gulen and Ion, 2012). Myers believes that enterprise
investment can be regarded as an option to buy assets for sale in the
future (Myers, 1977). Options are valuable only if the expected
future investment return exceeds the current investment cost. Gulen
confirmed that about two-thirds of the reason for the decline in
investment by American enterprises from 2007 to 2009 could be
attributed to the uncertainty of economic policies (Gulen and Ion,
2012). Enterprise innovation is an important basis to support
strategy implementation. The act of strategic investment itself
can be seen as a commitment to a more positive future strategy.
Therefore, the relationship between economic policy uncertainty
and enterprise innovation has been widely concerned by scholars.

2.1 Economic policy uncertainty and
enterprise innovation

In the research on the relationship between economic policy
uncertainty and enterprise innovation, scholars have not reached a
unanimous conclusion. According to Growth Option Theory, under
uncertain conditions, if the expected future income increases and the
current investment cost may be low, the enterprise will increase
investment under the increased uncertainty (Hartman, 1972; Abel,
1983). In particular, strategic investments enable enterprises to
obtain new profit growth opportunities and win future
competitive advantages (Kulatilaka and Perotti, 1998). The
increasing uncertainty of economic policies will encourage
enterprises to make innovation investments as soon as possible
to obtain future growth options (Liang and Xie, 2019). At the same
time, due to the legal protection of innovation patents, enterprises
can obtain the income generated by patents and also create entry
barriers with the technological monopoly generated by patents. In
this way, the irreversibility of innovation investment can be offset
and enterprises can accelerate innovation investment in uncertain
environments (Bloom, 2013). According to the principle of risk
preference, in the face of uncertainty, the negative impact on an
enterprise will at most lead to the loss of initial investment. However,
the increase in uncertainty will increase the possible profits of the
enterprise, and there is no upper limit. Compared with the cost with
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a lower limit, the income without an upper limit is more likely to
encourage enterprises to increase investment. Therefore, when the
uncertainty increases, the investment will not change and may even
increase (de la Horra et al., 2022). In addition, the uncertainty of
economic policies will produce the “back-forcing effect”, promoting
enterprise R&D (Chen and Wang, 2016). Under certain conditions,
enterprises are more likely to stabilize existing profits, accelerate
cumulative market share, consolidate the market position, and resist
external risks and market competition pressure by increasing
innovative activities (Kulatilaka and Perotti, 1998). When there is
no cooperative relationship between market players, each
participant is willing to invest in innovation as soon as possible
for fear that competitors will achieve innovation results earlier and
monopolize the benefits. Further, some scholars find that the impact
of uncertainty is related to the type of investment (Weeds, 2002).

However, Knight’s theory of uncertainty holds that only
unexpected changes are sufficient conditions for profit or loss. If
future changes can be accurately predicted, profits will disappear
(Autor et al., 2003). Economic policy plays a vital role in economic
development. Although the policy itself will not affect the
innovation of enterprises, the uncertainty of economic policy
increases the pessimistic expectation of enterprises on the future
environment (Jin et al., 2016; Rao et al., 2017). Therefore, economic
policy uncertainty will hinder enterprise innovation (Bhattacharya
et al., 2017), which is not conducive to export and performance
improvement (Istiak and Serletis, 2018), inhibit the economic
development process (He et al., 2020), and even lead to a
macroeconomic recession (Bloom, 2009). Further, the study
found that this effect is transmitted through the cost of funds
channel and marginal rate of return of capital channel (Chen
and Wang, 2016). According to real options theory, when
enterprises face uncertainty, their future returns are uncertain.
Once the investment is made, it is not completely reversible.
Although delaying investment will lose the opportunity to make
profits in the future, the enterprise can avoid the possibility of large-
scale losses by waiting for the strategy to obtain more information
about the uncertainty. It means that increased uncertainty will
actually increase the waiting value of investment opportunities.
Therefore, enterprises will choose to wait patiently for future
investment opportunities and reduce current investment (Li and
Yang, 2015). Financial friction theory holds that macroeconomic
fluctuations will lead to inefficient allocation of resources in
financial markets. Economic policy uncertainty may inhibit the
efficiency of capital allocation by increasing the degree of
financial friction. When the uncertainty of economic policies
increases, banks and other financial sectors will face higher
default risk, and the motivation for self-protection will be
enhanced. They will be more reluctant to lend money out of
consideration of the safety of their assets (Valencia, 2017). The
decline in enterprise investment is caused by the increase in
enterprise financing cost (Song et al., 2019), so the uncertainty of
economic policy will inhibit enterprise investment. In the face of
uncertainty, if adjustment costs are not taken into account,
corporate investment can only reflect the opportunities and
profits behind investment projects. However, innovative activities
themselves have high uncertainty and high adjustment costs
(Bloom, 2007). Economic policy uncertainty intensifies corporate
financial constraints (Ma and Hao, 2022) and inhibits intellectual

capital investment (Hoang and Tran, 2021). Further, the risk of
enterprise innovation is intensified, which may inhibit enterprise
innovation activities (Ya et al., 2018).

2.2 Economic policy uncertainty and low-
carbon economic transition

The increased uncertainty of economic policies will lead to the
relaxation of environmental regulation by local governments,
resulting in increased carbon emissions (Amin and Dogan,
2021) and industrial pollution (Wen and Zhang, 2022). There is
a causal relationship between renewable energy and carbon dioxide
emissions. Governments need to invest in renewable energy to
control environmental degradation (Batool et al., 2022). In the
context of international turbulence and increasing uncertainty of
economic policies, once the implementation effect of economic
policies is different from the expected, the uncertainty of economic
policies will bring about a very adverse impact on economic
development (Wang et al., 2021). The destructive impact will
affect the development and policy planning of energy,
manufacturing, transportation, and so on, which is not
conducive to the realization of the “two-carbon” goal. Both
fiscal decentralization and renewable energy intensity have
unidirectional negative Granger causality on carbon footprint
(Shahzad and Fareed, 2023). Although rents from natural
resource pools are an important contributor to economic
growth, it is necessary to take into account the finite nature of
natural resources (Huang et al., 2020). When economic policies
change frequently, banks will require companies to pay higher
interest rates in order to avoid risks. This behavior increases the
financing cost of enterprises and inhibits the production activities
of enterprises (Tan and Zhang, 2017). The financial development
of low-cost renewable energy as a remedy for achieving
environmental sustainability (Chunyu et al., 2021). This also
suggests that financial conditions should be taken into account
when implementing energy policies (Pata and Fareed, 2023). At the
same time, economic policy uncertainty leads to a slowdown in
economic development, which further affects carbon emissions
(Dietz and Rosa, 1994; Adedoyin and Zakari, 2020) and ultimately
has a negative impact on the low-carbon economic transition. In
addition, the adjustment of economic policies affects the degree of
emphasis the government attaches to the implementation of
environmental protection policies, leads to changes in the
intensity of environmental regulation and supervision, and
ultimately affects the low-carbon economic transition. When
the uncertainty of economic policies increases, the government
will pay more attention to stabilizing economic development and
overcoming the adverse impact of interest rate and exchange rate
fluctuations and will relax the intensity of environmental
regulation (Cai et al., 2020). Because punishment is not strong
enough, companies tend to pay environmental fines and reduce
investment in environmental protection. On the contrary, when
the government attaches great importance to the development of
environmental protection, enterprises will gradually phase out and
replace high-emission and high-pollution products in order to
build a good image of actively fulfilling their social responsibilities
(Chen et al., 2021).
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2.3 Low-carbon economic transition and
enterprise innovation

From the existing research results, scholars have studied
relatively little on the relationship between low-carbon
economic transition and enterprise innovation, but there are
abundant researches on the relationship between ecological
environmental protection, environmental regulation, and
enterprise innovation. In these related studies, scholars mainly
have three opinions. The first is the promotion theory. According
to Porter’s hypothesis, scholars have found that the increase in air
pollution significantly hinders technological innovation, and air
pollution has a significant crowding-out effect on innovation
funds, thus reducing innovation output (Lin et al., 2021). There
was a strong negative correlation between CO2 and the global
energy innovation index (Shah et al., 2023). The availability of
low-cost renewable energy should reduce domestic demand for
fossil fuels and achieve environmental sustainability (Raza et al.,
2022). Reducing energy consumption and increasing investment
in pollution control have a significant driving effect on the
improvement of technological innovation efficiency of
industrial enterprises (Li et al., 2019). The second is the
inhibition theory. Wuegerz found that neither the strong nor
weak Porter hypothesis was valid (Wu and You, 2019).
Environmental regulations inhibit technological innovation,
and the implementation of carbon emission trading policies
will significantly reduce enterprise innovation (Feng et al.,
2017). Further, Wang concluded through empirical tests that
the Xin’an River Ecological Compensation Bet Agreement
(ECGA) inhibited the technological progress of upstream
industrial enterprises, especially the heavily polluting
enterprises (Wang et al., 2021). The third is the uncertainty
theory. Wang believes that there is a complex nonlinear
relationship between technological innovation capability and
environmental pollution (Wang and Luo, 2020). There is a
U-shaped relationship between environmental regulation and
technological innovation, and environmental regulation has an
“offsetting effect” on the research and innovation capacity of
industrial sectors in the short term (Li and Ouyang, 2020). Huang
found that environmental regulatory policies would have
different impacts on the number of patent applications
accepted and industrial sulfur dioxide emissions in different
time periods (Huang et al., 2020). Jiang found that there was a
U-shaped dynamic characteristic between environmental
regulation and enterprise technological innovation (Jiang
et al., 2013).

In the long run, technological innovation is an important means
to solve environmental problems (Hossain et al., 2022).
Technological innovation optimizes industrial structure and
reduces environmental pollution (Xin and Lu, 2021).
Technological innovation is the key factor to achieve the
emission reduction breakthrough (Erdogan, 2021; Xie et al.,
2021). According to the legitimacy theory, the development of
the low-carbon economy by supply chain enterprises is
conducive to the establishment of legitimacy and the acquisition
of key resources, such as financial subsidies, tax incentives, and
brand value (Zhu et al., 2021). In this way, business risk is reduced
and enterprise value is enhanced. According to the signal theory, the

development of the low-carbon economy by enterprises can convey
a “safe and healthy” signal to consumers, which is helpful to increase
consumers’ willingness to buy enterprise products (Zhao et al.,
2021). Innovation theory holds that enterprises’ active research
and development of low-carbon technologies can effectively
improve product production efficiency (Li et al., 2021).
According to the economic growth theory, the diffusion of
technological knowledge is a by-product of other economic
activities, such as investment and trade, with positive externality
and spillover (Yan, 2020). A high degree of technological innovation
brings a stronger carbon emission reduction effect (Li et al., 2021).
The improvement of urban innovation level has a significant
inhibitory effect on environmental pollution (Yang et al., 2020).
Energy innovation mitigated the harmful impact of air transport on
carbon dioxide emissions (Balsalobre-Lorente et al., 2021).
Meanwhile, independent innovation has a significant inhibitory
effect on haze pollution (Yuan et al., 2021).

The discussion of the above scholars provides important ideas
for this study.

No consensus has been reached on the impact of economic
policy uncertainty and low-carbon economic transition on
enterprise innovation. To a large extent, the reason is that
scholars only analyze the relationship between various economic
variables from a linear or static perspective. At different times, the
economic environment is different. In particular, the impact of
major financial events such as the financial crisis cannot be
underestimated. After the impact of the external environment,
the relationship between different variables will change, and the
conclusions will be obviously different. Of course, it also provided
the direction for this study. This study focuses on the time-varying
characteristics of each variable, and analyzes the dynamic
relationship between economic variables in detail, so as to
provide strong support for scientific description and explanation
of the influence mechanism between variables.

At present, few scholars directly study the relationship between
low-carbon economic transition and enterprise innovation and only
study the relationship between environmental regulation or
environmental protection and enterprise innovation. The
previous research perspectives are relatively simple, and the
research on low-carbon economic transition and enterprise
innovation is not deep, which also provides the possibility of
innovation for this study. In addition, the low-carbon economic
transition includes ecological environment protection and economic
development. Therefore, the study of the interaction mechanism
between low-carbon economic transition and enterprise innovation
can systematically reflect the interaction between economic and
social changes, ecological environmental protection, and sustainable
development of enterprises. The theoretical analysis framework of
this study is shown in Figure 2.

3 Research methods and data
description

3.1 Research methods

In “Macroeconomics and Reality”, Sims introduced vector
autoregression (VAR) to study macroeconomic fluctuations. It is
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of pioneering significance to quantify and analyze macroeconomic
fluctuation. The VARmodels enable the parameters to act according
to a first-order random walk process (Sims, 1980). Therefore, the
VAR models constitute not only temporary changes but also
permanent changes to the parameters. In different stages of the
economic cycle, the economic situation and other factors constantly
change. As a result, the traditional vector autoregressive model
cannot accurately capture the changes in model parameters. If
the random fluctuation time-varying parameter model (TVP-
VAR) is adopted, the time-varying of VAR coefficient and error
variance can be included in the study, which is conducive to
describing the dynamic characteristics of parameters, so as to
obtain more accurate research results.

Due to the many advantages of the TVP-VAR model, many
scholars often apply the TVP-VAR method to test connectivity
and overflow (Diebold and Yılmaz, 2014; Chatziantoniou et al.,
2021). With the continuous enrichment of research objects,
scholars began to use the TVP-VAR model as an important
method to study the impact of macroeconomic variables on
specific markets, microeconomic variables, and the behavior of
micro-enterprises (Toparlı et al., 2019; Zhang and Yang, 2020;
Akyildirim et al., 2021). This provides an important idea and
reference for this study.

Therefore, the study uses the TVP-VAR model proposed by
Primiceri (2003) that includes stochastic volatility and the parameter
estimation method by Nakajima (2011). The TVP-VAR model with
stochastic volatility provides for possible changes while examining
the structure of the economy because it is both flexible and robust. In
the paper, Matlab R2021a software is used to simulate and test the
TVP-VAR model. Since the existence of random fluctuations is
valuable in the methodology of this study, the Markov chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) method was used in this study to prevent the
misspecification of the results. The estimation of a time-varying
parameter VAR model with stochastic volatility of the form can be
expressed, after Nakajima (2011), as follows:

yt � ct + β1tyt−1 +/ + βstyt−s + et, et ~ N 0,Ωt( ) (1)
for t = s+1,. . ..,T, where yt is a (k × 1) vector of observed variables,
β1t,. . .., βst are (k×k) matrices of time-varying coefficients andΩt is a

(k×k) matrices of time-varying covariance matrix. Through the
decomposition of Ωt = At

−1ΣtΣt′At′−1, At is a lower triangle
matrix with diagonal elements equal to one and Σt = diag
(σ1t,. . ..,σkt). βt is the stacked row vector of β1t,. . .., βst; ɑt is the
stacked row vector of the free lower-triangular elements of At. In
addition, ht is defined as ht=(h1t,. . .., hkt)′and hjt = logσ2jt.

In this study, the time-varying parameters follow a random walk
process:

βt+1 � βt + vβt
αt+1 � αt + vαt
ht+1 � ht + hht

εt
vβt
vαt
vht

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ~ N 0,

I
0
0
0

0∑β
0
0

0
0∑α
0

0
0
0∑h

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (2)

for t = s+1,. . .., T with et = At
−1 Σt εt, where Σβ, Σɑ and Σh are

diagonal, βs+1~N (µβ0, Σβ0), ɑs+1~N (µɑ0, Σɑ0), hs+1~N (µh0, Σh0).
For the identification of the shocks, let var (et) = Ht. Then, we

factor the variance-covariance matrix as:

var et( ) � Ωt � A−1
t HtA

′−1
t (3)

These time-varying matrices are defined as:

Ht �
h1,t 0 0
0 h2,t 0
0 0 h3,t

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ andAt �
1 0 0

α21,t 1 0
α31,t α32,t 1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (4)

The parameters of the TVP-VAR model in Eqs 1–4 are
estimated using the Bayesian approach of Primiceri (2003) and
Nakajima (2011). The existence of a Bayesian inference enables the
estimation of the TVP-VAR models using MCMC methods; the
objective of the MCMC methods is to evaluate the joint posterior
distributions of the parameters of interest. The parameters of the
TVP-VAR model are estimated using Bayesian inference via
MCMC. In the application of the MCMC method, the goal is to
assess the joint posterior distributions of the parameters of the
model defined in Eqs 1–4. For the evaluation of joint posterior
distributions, one needs to set certain priors for all the unknown
parameters in the model, except for the time-varying state
variables, which are estimated recursively given the initial
states. Following Nakajima [79], we use the following priors:
Σβ~IW(25, 0.01I), (Σɑ)i−1~G (4, 0.02), (Σh)i

−1~G (4, 0.02),

FIGURE 2
The theoretical analysis framework.
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where (Σɑ)i and (Σh)i are the ith diagonal elements of (Σɑ)i and
(Σh)i, respectively. IW and G represent the inverse Wishart and
gamma distributions, respectively. For the initialization of the
TVPs, we use flat priors by setting µβ0 = µɑ0 = µh0 = 0 and
Σβ0 = Σɑ0 = Σ = 10 × I.

3.2 Variable description

In this study, three dimensions of economic policy uncertainty,
low-carbon economic transition, and enterprise innovation are
selected for modeling analysis. The sample data cover the period
between Q1 1995 and Q4 2021. The data mainly come from the
website of the National Bureau of Statistics of China (www.stats.gov.
cn), the WIND database, and the CSMAR database. In order to
make the time-frequency of different variables selected to match
each other, the three types of variables are converted into quarterly
data by referring to the practice of previous scholars. In order to
avoid sequence heteroscedasticity, it is necessary to take the
logarithms of all variables before substituting correlation
sequences into the TVP-VAR model. The selection and
description of each indicator are as follows.

3.2.1 Economic policy uncertainty (EPU)
The economic policy uncertainty is the unpredictable risk

accompanying the adjustment of economic policy. It is an
unknown state in which it is difficult for economic agents to
predict the process of policy-making, the timing of its release,
and its potential impact. As a result, it is difficult to measure
economic policy uncertainty effectively. Baker [7] used text
filtering technology to construct China’s economic policy
Uncertainty Index (EPU) by taking Hong Kong’s South China
Morning Post as a text information source and using the
proportion of relevant reports containing four keywords of

“China”, “economy”, “uncertainty” and “policy” in the total
number of articles in the month. Since this index can effectively
reflect the uncertainty level of economic policies and has good
traceability, continuity, and time-varying characteristics, a large
number of studies based on the EPU index have appeared.
Therefore, this study draws on Baker’s method and uses this
index for analysis.

3.2.2 The low-carbon economic transition (CE)
According to the research ofWang et al. (2019), considering that

carbon productivity directly reflects the comprehensive utilization
efficiency of carbon resources in the social economy, carbon
productivity, namely, the gross national income created by each
unit of CO2 emission, is adopted to measure the degree of the low-
carbon economic transition.

3.2.3 Enterprise innovation (RD)
According to the method proposed by Yang (2021), the full-

value equivalent of R&D personnel in large and medium-sized
industrial enterprises is used to measure enterprise innovation. It
is a recognized index of enterprise innovation input. In China, the
proportion of large and medium-sized enterprises in R&D is
relatively high, and its trend can basically measure the overall
trend of R&D.

4 Data collection and data analysis

Data stability is an important basis of macroeconomic variable
modeling. If a time series is not stationary, the randomness of the
sequence population cannot be revealed through the sequence
samples. Therefore, a unit root test is carried out for each
sequence before the time-varying parameter estimation to test
whether each sequence is stationary. In this study, the Phillips-

TABLE 1 Unit root tests.

EPU CE RD

Level with Intercept −1.783 −0.550 −1.002

Level with Intercept and Trend −4.273*** −1.169 −1.093

First Differences with Intercept −13.198*** −3.451** −5.530***

First Differences with Intercept and Trend −13.154*** −3.556** −5.477***

Note: The table reports unit root tests for the level and first differences of the economic policy uncertainty (EPU), low-carbon economic transition (CE), and enterprise innovation (RD). ***,

**and * denote rejection of the test at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.

TABLE 2 Lag order determined test results.

Lag LogL LR FPE AIC SC HQ

0 500.1711 NA 1.41e-08 −9.560,982 −9.484,702 −9.530,079

1 574.7205 143.3642 4.01e-09 −10.82155 −10.51643* −10.69793*

2 584.9058 18.99954* 3.92e-09* −10.84434* −10.31038 −10.62802

3 589.0980 7.578,118 4.30e-09 −10.75188 −9.989,079 −10.44285
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Perron method (PP) (Phillips and Perron, 1988) was used for the
unit root test. Except for EPU, which passed the stationarity test in
Level with Intercept and Trend test, other variables did not pass the
stationarity test. Therefore, these variables are treated with a first-
order difference. Table 1.

Since all variables are non-stationary, their co-integration
relationships should be examined to determine the correct model
specification. We used a trace test of multivariate VAR and a
maximum eigenvalue test to conduct an order test of co-integration
(Johansen, 1991; Johansen and Juselius, 2009). Based on the response
surface critical values provided by Kripfganz and Schneider, the
robustness of Johansen’s test is further tested by using the
autoregressive distributed auto regression (ARDL) boundary test
method (Kripfganz and Schneider, 2020). As shown in Table 2, in
the ordinal test of co-integration, the lag order determined by LR test
statistics, FPE criterion, and AIC information criterion is 2. The
subsequent order determined by the SC criterion and HQ criterion
is 1. The sample size of this study is relatively small, and the AIC
information criterion performs better in small samples. Therefore, after
comprehensive consideration, the lag order of VAR is determined to be
2 in the co-integration test and TVP-VAR model estimation.

The results of the Johansen co-integration test are shown in
Table 3. The trace test and maximum eigenvalue test fail to reject the

null hypothesis of “no co-integration” at the 5% level. Both trace test
and maximum eigenvalue test statistics show that at the 5%
significance level, there is no co-integration relationship between
economic policy uncertainty, low-carbon economic transition, and
enterprise innovation sequence.

We use boundary tests to test the robustness of the Johansen co-
integration test results. The boundary test results are shown in
Table 4. F-test and t-test type boundary checks are performed using
two different deterministic component specifications, one with only
constants and the other with constants and trends. The table also
reports the upper bound of the critical value when the mandatory
variable is purely an integral of order 1, i.e., I(1), and the lower
bound of the critical value when the mandatory variable is purely an
integral of order 0, i.e., I(0). When boundary checks are performed
using deterministic component specifications with only constants,
the F-test estimate value is 1.434 and the t-test estimate value is
−0.319, so both F-test and t-test do not reject the null hypothesis of
no co-integration at the 5% level. At the same time, when boundary
checks are performed using deterministic component specifications
with a constant and trend, the F-test estimate value is 1.155 and the
t-test estimate value is −0.932, so both F-test and t-test do not reject
the null hypothesis of no co-integration at the 5% level. Neither the
F-test nor the t-test rejects the null hypothesis that there is no co-
integration at the 5% level. Therefore, the boundary test confirms the
results of the multivariable Johansen co-integration test, indicating
that there is no co-integration relationship between the three
variables.

The study covers a long period, especially the financial crisis of
2008. Such a major crisis may cause the parameters of the estimated
VARmodel or ARDLmodel to be unstable, making inferences based
on these constant parameter models invalid. In order to test the
instability of parameters, we conducted CUSUM and CUSUM
squared tests for each equation of the VAR model.

Figure 3 shows the CUSUM and CUSUMSQ tests, which are
based on recursively estimated parameters. It is known that the
CUSUM test has better testing power when the structural fracture is
within the intercept of the regression equation. When the structural
fracture affects the slope of the regression equation or the variance of
the error term, the CUSUMSQ test has better testing power. Panel A,
B, and C in Figure 2 show the CUSUM and CUSUMSQ tests of

TABLE 3 Johansen co-integration test results.

Hypothesized Co-integration vectors Eigenvalue Test statistic 5% critical value p-value

Trace test

None 0.169834 23.45886 29.79707 0.2243

At most 1 0.035873 3.915234 15.49471 0.9103

At most 2 0.000755 0.079328 3.841465 0.7782

Maximal Eigenvalue Test

None 0.169834 19.54363 21.13162 0.0821

At most 1 0.035873 3.835906 14.26460 0.8762

At most 2 0.000755 0.079328 3.841465 0.7782

Note: Trace test indicates no co-integration at the 0.05 level; * denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level. The table reports the Johansen trace and maximal eigenvalue tests for zero to

two co-integration vectors among the three series.

TABLE 4 Bonds tests for co-integration.

Critical values

10% 5% 1%

Test
Type

Estimate I(0) I(1) I(0) I(1) I(0) I(1)

Deterministic Specification: Constant

F-test 1.434 3.17 4.14 3.79 4.85 5.15 6.36

t-test −0.319 −2.57 −3.21 −2.86 −3.53 −3.43 −4.1

Deterministic Specification: Constant and Trend

F-test 1.155 4.19 5.06 4.87 5.85 6.34 7.52

t-test −0.932 −3.13 −3.63 −3.41 −3.95 −3.96 −4.53
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economic policy uncertainty, low-carbon economic transition, and
enterprise innovation, respectively. In the CUSUM test, the
parameters of the enterprise innovation equation show instability
at the significance level of 5% in different periods. In the CUSUMSQ

test, the parameters of the low-carbon economic transition equation
and enterprise innovation equation both show instability at the
significance level of 5% in different periods. Therefore, the inference
based on the constant parameter model is inappropriate, and this
result supports the preference for the TVP-VAR model.

5 Results

Figure 4 successively shows the graphs of the sample
autocorrelation function, value path, and posterior distribution
density function of the MCMC method. It can be seen that the
autocorrelation degree of parameter estimation results is low and
stable. The extreme value of the value path is small, indicating that
the value path is stable. The posterior density function basically
conforms to the normal distribution. Therefore, it can be judged that
there is no correlation between samples generated by the MCMC
method, and it is effective. The model fits well.

As shown in Table 5, irrelevant samples contain more sample
information, which can ensure the effectiveness of parameter
estimation. The MCMC method was used for model estimation,
and 11,000 simulation samples were selected to obtain effective
samples, among which the first 1,000 simulation results were
discarded as the “burn-in” phase. The convergence of Markov
chains can be measured by the Geweke value. The invalid impact
factor is used to measure the number of unrelated samples produced
by the model simulation. These two indexes are the important basis
for judging the simulation and estimation effect of MCMC. The
Geweke values of all parameters are less than 1, far less than the
critical value of 1.96, so the model can accept the null hypothesis that
converges to a posterior distribution. In other words,
11,000 simulations can produce a valid sample. The smaller the
invalid factor value, the more valid the sample. The invalid
influencing factors of the estimation results of each parameter in
this model are small, among which the largest invalid influencing
factor is 70.24 (μh), and the invalid factor values are all less than 100,
indicating that the samples generated for each parameter are valid
enough. That is, the null hypothesis that the statistics tend to a
posterior distribution cannot be rejected. In summary, the sampling
results are valid and robust.

TVP-VAR model provides two kinds of impulse response
functions: impulse response at equal intervals and impulse response
at specific time points. The function of impulse response with equal
intervals is used to observe the change of the dependent variable when
the independent variable is given positive shock at equal intervals at
each time point. Impulse response function at a specific time point
refers to giving a positive influence to the independent variable at a
specific time point, and the dynamic change of the dependent variable
decreases with time. In this study, 4 steps ahead, 8 steps ahead, and
12 steps ahead were selected to measure short-term, medium-term, and
long-term time constraints respectively.

5.1 The impulse response function at equal
intervals

Figure 5 shows the pulse response function graph with equal
intervals. By observing the effect of economic policy uncertainty on

FIGURE 3
CUSUM tests and CUSUM of squares test for parameter stability
of economic policy uncertainty (A), lowcarbon economic transition
(B), and enterprise innovation (C).
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enterprise innovation (ε EPU↑→RD), it can be found that the
trend of the impulse response function of different lead periods is
similar, but there are some differences. In general, the positive
response of economic policy uncertainty to enterprise innovation
reached its maximum around 2008. After the outbreak of the
financial crisis in 2008, the positive impact of economic policy
uncertainty on enterprise innovation has been weakening. Around
2015, the response of economic policy uncertainty to enterprise
innovation changed from positive to negative. It reached its lowest
point around 2018, and then the negative impact effect tended to
converge to 0. The results show that the influence of economic
policy uncertainty on enterprise innovation has asymmetric
characteristics. After the financial crisis, the social expectation
of the economic environment presents a pessimistic attitude, and

the economic policy uncertainty of enterprise investment
gradually shows the inhibitory effect on enterprise innovation.
Specifically, the intensity of impulse response decreases with the
increase in lead time, indicating that enterprise innovation is
sensitive to the impact of economic policy changes.

By observing the effect of economic policy uncertainty on the
low-carbon economic transition (ε EPU↑→CE), it can be found that
economic policy uncertainty has a negative impact on the low-
carbon economic transition. In general, before 2003, economic
policy uncertainty had a weak negative impact on the low-carbon
economic transition. After 2003, the negative impact effect of
economic policy uncertainty on the low-carbon economic
transition continued to strengthen and gradually weakened after
reaching a negative peak around 2008, especially the impulse

FIGURE 4
The estimation results of the parameters of tvp-var model by MCMC method.

TABLE 5 Estimation results of the parameters.

Parameter Mean Std. Dev 95% U 95% L Geweke Inefficiency

(∑β)1 0.0023 0.0003 0.0018 0.0029 0.101 4.95

(∑β)2 0.0023 0.0003 0.0018 0.0029 0.057 7.98

(∑ɑ)1 0.0044 0.0009 0.0031 0.0065 0.849 17.86

(∑h)1 0.0055 0.0016 0.0034 0.0096 0.458 33.01

(∑h)2 0.5534 0.1536 0.2908 0.8989 0.939 70.24
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response function of 4 steps ahead. It indicates that the frequent
introduction of economic policies during the financial crisis has a
great impact on the low-carbon economic transition and can
continue to bring about adverse impacts quickly. Around 2015,
the negative impact tends to converge to 0, which means that the
negative impact of economic policy uncertainty on the low-carbon
economic transition presents a “V” shaped trend. After 2015, the
negative impact gradually increased.

By observing the effect of enterprise innovation on economic
policy uncertainty (ε RD↑→EPU), it can be found that three
impulse response curves are all above the zero line, indicating
that enterprise innovation has a positive impact on economic
policy uncertainty. The impulse response trend of the 4 steps
ahead is quite different from the 8 stages and 12 stages ahead
impulse responses. The pulse response diagram of 4 steps ahead
presented an inverted “V” shape and reached the maximum
around 2008. However, the impulse response of 8 steps ahead
and 12 steps ahead were similar, showing a positive “V” shape, and
both reached the lowest value around 2008, and the amplitude of
decrease was obvious. In the medium and long term, corporation
innovation has an absorbing effect on the fluctuation of economic
policy uncertainty during the outbreak of the financial crisis. In the
short term, corporation innovation does not have an obvious
absorbing effect on economic policy uncertainty, which
indicates that corporation innovation has a certain cumulative
effect on macroeconomic needs.

By observing the effect of enterprise innovation on the low-carbon
economic transition (ε RD↑→CE), it can be found that the impact of
enterprise innovation on the low-carbon economic transition presents
a positive “V” shape. The three impulse response trends all reached
the lowest values around 2008, indicating that the financial crisis
weakened the positive impact effect of enterprise innovation on the
low-carbon economic transition. Specifically, the positive impact of
enterprise innovation on the low-carbon economic transition
gradually weakens with the increase in lead time, indicating that
the low-carbon economic transition is sensitive to enterprise
innovation and responds quickly.

By observing the effect of low-carbon economic transition on
economic policy uncertainty (ε CE↑→EPU), it can be found that all
three impulse response curves are above the zero line, indicating that the
low-carbon economic transition will have a positive impact on
economic policy uncertainty. Relatively speaking, the impulse
response curve of the 4 steps ahead has little fluctuation, indicating
that in the short term, the impact of the low-carbon economic transition
on economic policy uncertainty does not have an obvious abrupt effect.
The impulse response curves of 8 steps ahead and 12 steps ahead
reached the lowest value around 2008, indicating that in the medium
and long term, the financial crisis broke the inherent response rule of
the low-carbon economic transition to economic policy uncertainty,
and had a great destructive effect on economic stability.

By observing the effect of the low-carbon economic transition on
enterprise innovation (ε CE↑→RD), it can be found that the three

FIGURE 5
Impulse responses of the model for 4, 8, 12 steps ahead.
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impulse response trends are all below the zero line, indicating that the
low-carbon economic transition will bring a negative impact on
enterprise innovation. The impact effect of the low-carbon economic
transition on enterprise innovation in the 4 steps and 8 steps ahead is
significantly stronger than the impulse response of the 12 steps ahead,
indicating that the crowding out effect of the low-carbon economic
transition on enterprise innovation is more obvious in the short term.

5.2 Impulse response analysis at a specific
point in time

Figure 6 shows the graph of the impulse response function at
specific time points. In terms of the response of enterprise innovation to
economic policy uncertainty (ε EPU↑→RD), there are significant
differences at three specific time points. In general, in 2003 and
2008, enterprise innovation showed a positive response to economic
policy uncertainty. In the first quarter of 2020, the response of enterprise
innovation to economic policy uncertainty was negative and shrinking,
gradually approaching 0. It also shows that in the rising stage of
economic development, the response of enterprise innovation to the
impact of economic policy uncertainty is generally positive. In the down
phase of the business cycle, the impulse response of economic policy
uncertainty is always negative and gradually approaches 0. The time-
varying impulse response function of economic policy uncertainty on
enterprise innovation at specific time points shows again that the
influence of economic policy uncertainty on enterprise innovation
has asymmetric characteristics.

In terms of the response of the low-carbon economic transition
to economic policy uncertainty (ε EPU↑→CE), the economic policy
uncertainty at all three-time points has a negative impact on the low-

carbon economic transition, reaching the peak in the 2–3 period,
and eventually converging. In the peak area, the peak value was the
highest in 2008, indicating that the outbreak of the financial crisis
intensified the negative impact of economic policy uncertainty on
the low-carbon economic transition. The result is consistent with the
performance of the impulse response function with equal intervals
mentioned above.

In terms of the response of economic policy uncertainty to enterprise
innovation (ε RD↑→EPU), the three specific time points have roughly
the same performance. In general, the response of economic policy
uncertainty to enterprise innovation is positive and reaches a peak
rapidly in the first period, after which the positive feedback effect
gradually weakens and tends to converge. It suggests that innovation
has a significant and sustainable impact on macroeconomic policy.

In terms of the response of low-carbon economic transition to
enterprise innovation (ε RD↑→CE), the trend of impulse response
function at different time points is slightly different, but the overall
response is positive. The positive impact can be maintained for a
long time, which once again verifies the positive externality of
enterprise innovation to the low-carbon economic transition.

In terms of the response of economic policy uncertainty to the
low-carbon economic transition (ε CE↑→EPU), the three specific
time points show roughly the same positive response. The peak value
is reached in the second period, then decreases continuously, and
tends to 0. It indicates that when economic policy uncertainty is
positively impacted by the low-carbon economic transition, it will
lead to an increase in economic policy uncertainty. However, with
the accumulation of time, the response of low-carbon economic
transition to economic policy uncertainty is weakening.

In terms of the response of enterprise innovation to the low-
carbon economic transition (ε CE↑→RD), the trend of impulse

FIGURE 6
Impulse responses of the model at Q1 2003, Q1 2008, Q1 2020.
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response function at different time points is roughly the same, which
is a negative response. The negative response increased over time
and reached a peak at stage 5, then gradually decreased. It also
indicates that the low-carbon economic transition has an obvious
crowding-out effect on enterprise innovation, and the inhibition
effect is gradually weakened with the accumulation of time.

6 Discussions and conclusion

6.1 Discussions

6.1.1 Economic policy uncertainty and enterprise
innovation

Referring to the division of economic development stages by
scholars, 2010 is regarded as the turning point of the economic
development stage in China (Kripfganz and Schneider, 2020). This
study finds that before 2010, the economy was on the upswing in
China, at which time the uncertainty of economic policies had a
significant positive impact on enterprise innovation. However, after
2010, the economy was in a downtrend, and the positive impact of
economic policy uncertainty on enterprise innovation was weakened
or even negative inhibition. In different stages of the economic cycle,
the influence of economic policy uncertainty on enterprise
innovation has an asymmetric effect, namely, the “Matthew effect”.

Su discussed the path to breaking through the “Matthew effect” from
the perspective of resource allocation (Su, Tao, and Xiao). Similarly, is
there a path to breaking through the Matthew effect of economic policy
uncertainty on enterprise innovation? In order to make the uncertainty of
economic policy play a positive role, scholars need to think about this issue
further. Further, the “Matthew effect”magnifies the effect of the economic
environment on micro subjects and plays an obvious magnifying glass
role. It is a very important revelation for the government. During the
economic upturn, themoderate increase in economic policy uncertainty is
conducive to enterprise innovation. However, during the economic
downturn, the uncertainty of economic policy should be reduced as
far as possible to reduce the destructive effect of economic policy
uncertainty on enterprise innovation.

6.1.2 Economic policy uncertainty and low-carbon
economic transition

Gao and Wang (2021) has found that the possibility of enterprises
investing in low-carbon technology is influenced by policy stability.
Furthermore, scholars found that increased uncertainty of economic
policies would inhibit enterprises’ investment in environmental
protection (Yao and Lin, 2023). This study clearly confirms that
economic policy uncertainty has a negative impact on the low-
carbon economic transition. This is consistent with the research
conclusion that economic policy uncertainty has a significant
negative effect on carbon-neutral development (Li et al., 2022). It is
worth noting that when the financial crisis occurred, the negative
impact of economic policy uncertainty on the low-carbon economic
transition reached its peak, which shows that the financial crisis has a
strong destructive effect on the low-carbon economic transition. The
financial crisis has disrupted the relatively stable dynamic between
economic policy uncertainty and the low-carbon economic transition.

Financial development can effectively regulate the negative
impact of economic policy uncertainty on regional haze pollution,

exacerbate pollution in the short term, and restrain haze pollution in
the long term (Han and Qi, 2019). From another perspective, whether
the time-varying characteristics of the negative impact of economic
policy uncertainty on the low-carbon economic transition can predict
the financial crisis to some extent? From 2008 to 2015, the negative
impact of economic policy uncertainty on the low-carbon economic
transition decreased continuously and tended to 0, and then gradually
expanded. Will the next peak also mean the arrival of the next
financial crisis? It is worth scholars to continue to carry out in-
depth research on this issue.

6.1.3 Enterprise innovation and low-carbon
economic transition

From the perspective of mechanism analysis, it is not
contradictory that there are differences in the interaction results
between enterprise innovation and low-carbon economic transition.
Enterprise innovation has a significant positive impact on the low-
carbon economic transition, indicating that technological progress
brought by innovation provides an important driving force for the
development of the low-carbon economic transition. This is
consistent with the scholars’ conclusion that without the support
of research and development (R&D) and government subsidies, the
attempt to implement low-carbon technologies will fail (Świadek
et al., 2021). It is worth noting that the low-carbon economic
transition has a significant negative impact on enterprise
innovation. The development of the low-carbon economic
transition has crowded out the inflow of enterprise resources into
the field of enterprise research and development. Scholars should
consider the reasons why eco-environmental protection does not
help enterprises to innovate. It is possible to strengthen the
protection of intellectual property rights and encourage the full
use of innovation resources to improve the crowding effect of low-
carbon economic transition on enterprise innovation. Of course, it
requires scholars to continue to explore from these perspectives.

6.1.4 Limitations of the study
Although this study creatively reveals the time-varying

characteristics of the relationship between economic policy
uncertainty and firm innovation and systematically analyzes the
interaction between low-carbon economic transition and firm
innovation. However, there are still some limitations. On the one
hand, the research background of this study is the Chinese economy
and society. Due toChina’s economic size, population size, geographical
environment, and other factors, the conclusions of this study may not
be directly applicable to other countries and regions. On the other hand,
the uncertainty of economic policy is complicated and difficult to be
measured. Although this study refers to the usual practices of scholars
for measurement, the selection of indicators still requires scholars’
continuous research and exploration to ensure that each economic
variable can be measured better.

6.2 Conclusion, implications, and future
recommendations

The results show that, firstly, the impact of economic policy
uncertainty on enterprise innovation has time-varying
characteristics and “asymmetry”. Specifically, “there is a positive
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impact in the economic uptrend period and a negative impact in the
economic downtrend period”, and it is greatly influenced by the
financial crisis. After the financial crisis, the positive impact of
economic policy uncertainty on enterpris innovation has been
weakening, and in 2015, the positive impact turned into a
negative impact. Secondly, economic policy uncertainty has a
negative impact on the low-carbon economic transition, and the
occurrence of a financial crisis worsens the negative impact of
economic policy uncertainty on the low-carbon economic
transition. Thirdly, the low-carbon economic transition has an
obvious inhibitory effect on enterprise innovation, namely, the
crowding out effect. However, enterprise innovation has an
obvious positive externality on the low-carbon economic
transition, namely, the spillover effect.

Therefore, we provide two contributions to the theory. Firstly,
this study considers the time-varying characteristic relationship
between macroeconomic policy changes and firm behaviors
through the TVP-VAR model. This paper creatively proposes
and tests the asymmetric influence of economic policy
uncertainty on firm innovation. This conclusion enriches the
relevant research on firm innovation and contributes to the
understanding of the impact of economic policy changes on firm
behavior. Secondly, we deeply study the impact relationship between
enterprise low-carbon economic transition and enterprise
innovation and enrich the relevant theories of environmental
protection and enterprise innovation.

At the same time, this study also has important practical
significance. On the one hand, it identifies the negative impact of
economic policy uncertainty on the low-carbon economic transition
in enterprises. This research result provides valuable information for
economic policymakers, and the influence of policymakers on
enterprises’ environmental protection behavior when changing
economic policies is an important factor worth considering. On
the other hand, this study found the interaction between enterprises’
low-carbon economic transformation and enterprises’ innovation
behavior, which provides important ideas for the resource allocation
between enterprises’ managers’ fulfillment of environmentally
sustainable development responsibilities and enterprises’
innovation strategy layout. In general, this study rethinks the
strategic layout of enterprise environmental protection and
innovation from the perspective of China’s economic
development and makes an important contribution to the
theoretical and practical fields.

Further research can try to measure the level of economic policy
uncertainty through social media messages. Some scholars have

found that polarity, subjectivity, economic uncertainty, or market
uncertainty can be manifested on social media platforms such as
Twitter (Ali et al., 2022). Therefore, using information on social
media platforms such as Twitter and Sino Weibo to measure
economic policy uncertainty can be interesting extensions of this
study.
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